
































         THE VAMPIRE DIARIES

The Vampire Diaries 
is a movie series, which was 
first broadcast on the 10th of 
September 2009. The actress 
Nina Dobrev plays the role of 
Elena Gilbert, a teenager who 
remained without parents 
because of a car accident. Ian 
Somerhalder interprets the 
role of Damon Salvatore, a 
bad vampire, who falls in 
love with Elena and Paul 
Wesley stars in the role of 
Stefan Salvatore, who is a 
good vampire and Damon's 
little brother. 

The Vampire Diaries 
series contains all kinds of 
movie categories including 

drama, SF, adventure, horror and certainly romance. The movie 
shows us the life of a teenager, Elena Gilbert, who falls in love with 
a vampire that comes to Mistik Falls for her. After that, a new 
vampire, Stefan's brother, will appear in Mistik Falls. Everything 
changes when Damon Salvatore comes back to that little town. 
Damon falls in love with Elena, the girl who charms him, and he 
tries to win her heart. Will he succeed in gaining her attention? To 
find out you need to watch "The Vampire Diaries." 

I have seen this series twice and I cannot say I would not 
watch it again. My favourite Episode is 22 in season 2. I think that 
episode was full of emotions. My favourite scene is the one when 
Damon is saved by Elena and Katherine (her double) after the bite 
of a werewolf (Tyler). Elena is sympathetic, powerful, kind-
hearted, friendly, intelligent, brave and lovely. Moreover, she still 
keeps a certain balance even when she is vulnerable and scared.

I am a book lover, but believe me, the book The Vampire 
Diaries does not compare with the movie series with the same 
name. So, I advise everybody to watch the movies before reading 
the book. After you finish them, you may want to see a different 
perspective, so, you can read the book because it is a little different. 

In conclusion I can say that this is the best movie series I 
have ever seen!

�������Anastasia Onofrei, clasa a X-a D  

THE NOTEBOOK

The Notebook is a 2004 love movie directed by Nick 
Cassavets, Ryan Golsling and Rachel Metdams. Allie Halminton 
and Noah Calhoun meet one night at a carnival and fall in love. The 
two young people are part of different social classes and will have 
to fight for their love because their families are against it. 

The action takes place simultaneously in the 40's of the last 
century and now, when the characters are older. Noah, the main 
character, tries to make Allie, his big love, remember how much 
they loved each other. And now, in her old age, she has become 
amnesic. Allie gets to live in a nursing home because her illness has 
advanced and she cannot even remember her own name. But Noah 
is next to her and tries to remind her how much they loved each 
other.

I think their love story is a real and special one because we 
can learn a lot of things from them, such as the fact that makes our 
love grow: the hardship we face together. The two were   separated 
for 7 years, Allie finding another love, but Noah did not stop 
thinking about her. Allie was disappointed because she believed 
that Noah had not sent her even one letter, but Noah had sent her 
365 letters every day for one year, but he had stopped sending them 
seeing that he didn't receive an answer. Her mother hid her letters 
until she realized that she could not stand in the way of their love. 
Noah's strength deserves to be admired when he struggles to help 
his girlfriend to recover her memory even if he knows her illness is 
irreparable.

From here we learn that true love does miracles and all 
attempts are not in vain, because Allie manages to remember for a 
little time that the story told by Noah is actually their story.  The two 
sit in bed and fall asleep, both dying embraced forever. 

This is one of the most beautiful and exciting love movie I 
have ever seen, I liked it a lot and I would watch it again any time. 
Therefore I strongly recommend this life story to anyone who lives 
deep emotions.

Lavinia 
Vatamanu, 

clasa a X-a D                                                                                                                                                                                            
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SCOȚIA

Probabil că această țară nu sună ca o destinație de tipul „must see”, așa cum ar fi, spre exemplu, Franța sau Germania. Acest lucru 
este, însă, departe de adevăr. Scoția reușește să impresioneze prin faptul că îmbină tradiționalul cu modernul.

Acest loc este spectaculos. Și nu mă refer aici doar la castelele pentru care Scoția este renumită. De la curățenia exemplară din 
orașe, până la liniștea și frumusețea din „Highlands” și albastrul intens al lacului „Loch Ness”, toate elementele sunt frumos îmbinate, astfel 
încât să creeze un puzzle de dimensiuni uriașe. Ospitalitatea scoțienilor este de invidiat; oriunde te duci, în supermarket, restaurant, hotel 
sau pizzerie oamenii au mereu zâmbetul pe buze și sunt dispuși să te ajute. Totodată, aceștia țin la tradiții, mulți dintre bărbați purtând „kilt-
uri” pe stradă.

Ecaterina Chiriac, clasa a XI-a A  
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PARTENERI SPONSORI

Mulțumim partenerilor, sponsorilor și 
părinților care, prin implicarea lor, fac 
posibilă activitatea de performanță a 

Colegiului!
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